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PRICE DISCRIMINATION AND PRICE CUTTING*

Accountancy
importance of, in actions under R-P Act, 322; varying functions of, in different industries, 323-325; hypothetical character of concepts of, 325-327; problems of, in determining costs, 328-332, 338-339; emphasis placed by, on cost in relation to price, 336; uncertainty of, as to distributions costs, 397-398, 415-416. See Costs.

Advertising Allowances
control of, under R-P Act, 315, 403, 416; economic basis for, 343-344; as deviations from quoted price, 372; requirement of proportional equality in granting, criticized, 416-417. See ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT.

American Can Co. v. Ladoga Canning Co., 418.
American Can Co. v. Van Camp Packing Co., 311, 413.

Anti-Trust Laws
developments leading to Sherman Act, 281-283, 301-302; early experience under Sherman Act, 283-284; the “rule of reason” in, 285, 410; purposes of Clayton and F. T. C. Acts, 285; Packers and Stockyards Act, 287; relation of NRA codes to, 288; relation of R-P Act to, 289-290, 308-314, 320, 335; relation of Fair Trade Acts to, 296-297, 306-308, 320; relation of Unfair Practices Acts to, 298; intent as criterion of validity of price policies under Sherman Act, 303; industrial concentration under, 302, 303; cooperative control of prices under, 304-305; resale price maintenance under, 297, 305-308; control of price discrimination under, 305-312; limitation on quantity discounts as extending policy of, 313; strict construction by courts of Sherman Act, 410, of F. T. C. Act, 410-411, of Clayton Act, 411-412; proof of damage in civil suits under, 418-419.


Brands
as increasing imperfection of competition, 306, 308, 319-320, 358; possibility of increase in private, under R-P Act, 312, 497; effect of private, on marketing functions, 340.

Brokage
control of payments for, under R-P Act, 315, 404, 416; shifting functions as to, 344-345. See ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT.


Chain Stores
R-P Act directed against, 290, 334, 413; taxes against, in relation to R-P Act, 320, 334; economies effected by, 341-343; volume of business by, 375, compared to “independents,” 378 (table). See MARKETING.


Competition
imperfection of, in industrial system, 301; causes for decline in, 302, 319; effect of imperfection of, in relation to resale price maintenance, 305-308; in relation to anti-price discrimination laws, 308-311; effort to protect, by limiting size of distributing firms, 313, 320; effect on, of reduction of pressure by large buyers, 317-319, 337; relation of price competition to non-price forms of, generally, 357-359, under R-P and Fair Trade Acts, 360-362; readjustment of, in response to price stabilization measures, 391. See Anti-Trust Laws.

Cost
as determining validity of discounts under R-P Act, 291-292, 316-317, 322; prohibition of sales below, under NRA codes, 297, 325-357, 397, under Unfair Practices Acts, 335-338; calculations of, as depending on business purposes, 328-332; relation of, to sales, 330, to price, 331, 336-339; difficulty in using, as legal criterion, 332-333; relation of, to trade discount policies, 346-348; effect on sales costs of R-P and Fair Trade Acts, 360-362.

Damage Suits
as sanction of R-P Act, 395, criticized, 399, 413; applicability of, to R-P Act, questioned, 418-419.

Discounts
See Price Policies, ROBINSON-PATMAN ACT.

Fair Trade Acts
provisions of, 296, 306; movement for, 296-297, 334-335, 381-382, 384; effect of, on non-price forms of competition, 360-362, 374; retail drug prices under, in Calif., 381 (table); attitude in Calif. of retailers toward, 382-383 (table), of manufacturers, 384, 388, of wholesalers, 385; support given enforcement of, 388-389.

Federal Trade Commission
law creating, 285; investigation of meat packers by, 287; powers under R-P Act, 295; retail price maintenance studied by, 297, action of, against price discriminations, 304; power to limit use of quantity discounts, 313, 316, 415; Trade Practice Rules of, 304, 336; investigation of chain stores by, 343; position of, on trade discounts, 349-350; action of, under R-P Act criticized, 418.


Granger Movement
advocacy of government control of railroad rates by, 278-280.

Independent Retail Stores
volume of business by, 375, compared to chain stores, 378 (table). See MARKETING.

Interstate Commerce Act
forces leading to enactment of, 280.

* As used in this Index, the abbreviation “R-P Act” refers to the Robinson-Patman Act.
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Loss Leaders
arguments for and against, 307-308.

PaTRoNs and stockyards

MARKETING

developments in, leading to R-P Act, 290, 321-322; redistribution of functions since 1910 in, 339-341, 343-344; economies to consumer resulting from changes in, 341-343; effect of changes in, on trade discounts, 345-346; effect of complexity of, on trade attitudes to Fair Trade and Unfair Practices Acts, 377-378, to R-P Act, 393, 395-399. See ANTi-TRuST LAws, price P oLICIES.

Menncn Co. v. F. T. C., 349, 350.

National Industrial Recovery Act, 288, 301.

Northern Securities Co. v. U. S., 284.

Packers and Stockyards Act, 287.

Price Control
relation of, to other regulatory laws, 273, 286; price-fixing in Revolutionary years, 274-276, in Colonial period, 276, in World War, 286, in milk industry, 287-288, under NRA codes, 288-289, 356-357, 372, in coal industry, 289, of rates of turnpike, 277, of canals, 277, of railroads, 277-280, of grain warehouses, 279, of other public utilities, 286, of stock yards, 287; Supreme Court restrictions on, 287; inadequacy of judicial process in measures relating to, 299-300; indirect, under anti-trust laws, 302-305; limitation on quantity discounts as step towards direct, 313; control in R-P Act over price changes as, 315; effect of, on non-price forms of competition, 357-359, 372-374.

Price Policies

Robinson-Patman Act
relation of, to price control, 289-290; "discrimination," as used in, 291, 413-414, 416, 417; application of, to intrastate commerce, 414, to foreign commerce, 414, quantity discounts under, 291-292, 312-314; functional discounts under, 292, 294, 310-311, 348-351; meeting competition as a defense under, 293, 310, 314; effects on competition necessary for violation of, 293-294, 310-311, 414-415; methods of enforcement of, 294-295, 322; conflict of principles underlying, 309; price differentials under Act, based on quality differences, 312; 444, 415-416, based on differences in selling costs, 314; power to F. T. C. under, to limit quantity discounts, 313, 316, 415; requirements of, as to advertising allowances criticized, 416-417; criminal provisions of, criticized, 417; right to civil action under, questioned, 418-419; price changes as discrimination under, 315; effect of, on organization of distribution, 316-317, 351-352, on price cutting, 317-318; difficulty in using cost as criterion under, 322, 333; difficulty in application of, to shifting marketing functions, 339, 412-413; proposals for amendment of, 352-355; effect of, on non-price forms of competition, 360-362; difficulty in application of, to complex price structures, 374; lack of pattern in business response to, as caused by extent of market, 393, legal uncertainty, 393-395; variations in marketing functions, 396, and in products, 396, prior entanglements, 396, limitations of accounting, 397; business adjustments to, by small sellers, 399, by large sellers, 399-400, with respect to prices, 400-401, quantity discounts, 401, accounting, 401-402, terms of sale, 402-403, advertising allowances, 403-404, brokerage, 404, customer classification, 404-405, protection by certificate, 406-407, and use of private brands, 407, and conversion contracts, 407-408; significance of judicial construction of, 294-296, 408-409; possibilities of strict construction of, 412-419. See Anti-Trust LAws.

Sherman Act, 282, 283, 284, 285, 297, 302, 304, 308, 410, 413.


Tariff
relation of, to passage of Sherman Act, 281-283, to movement for price competition control, 335.

Trade Attitudes
three zones of, 376-377; factors conditioning degree of solidarity in, 377-378; NRA's influence upon, 377-1; toward price stabilization, 379-380 (table); toward resale price maintenance, 382-383 (table); disparity between actions and words in, 387-390; toward R-P Act, as affected by legal uncertainty, 393-395, by complexity of business organization, 395-399.

Transportation
development of regulation of rates for, 276-280; charge for, as deviation from quoted price, 371-372.

Unfair Practices Acts


U. S. v. Joint Traffic Ass'n, 284.

U. S. v. Sugar Institute, 401.

U. S. v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass'n, 284.

Wealth of Nations, 276, 285.